ABSTRACT Background: Elevated total homocysteine (tHcy) concentrations have been associated with cognitive impairment, but it is unclear whether low vitamin B-12 or folate status is responsible for cognitive decline. Objective: We examined the associations of cognitive decline with vitamin B-12 and folate status in a longitudinal cohort study performed from 1993 to 2003 in Oxford, United Kingdom. Design: Cognitive function was assessed with the Mini-Mental State Examination on ͧ3 occasions during 10 y and related to serum concentrations of vitamin B-12, holotranscobalamin (holoTC), tHcy, methylmalonic acid (MMA), and folate with the use of linear mixed models in 1648 participants who provided blood in 1995. Results: Cognitive function declined abruptly at younger ages in some participants but remained intact in others until very old age. In multivariate regression analyses after adjustment for established risk factors, concentrations of holoTC (a marker of reduced vitamin B-12 status), tHcy, and MMA predicted cognitive decline, but folate did not. A doubling in holoTC concentrations (from 50 to 100 pmol/L) was associated with a 30% slower rate of cognitive decline (Ҁ0.137 to Ҁ0.083), whereas a doubling in tHcy (from 10 to 20 mol/L) or MMA (from 0.25 to 0.50 mol/L) was associated with 50% more rapid cognitive decline (Ҁ0.090 to Ҁ0.169) and (Ҁ0.104 to Ҁ0.169), respectively. After adjustment for all vitamin markers simultaneously, the associations of cognitive decline with holoTC and MMA remained significant. Conclusions: Low vitamin B-12 status was associated with more rapid cognitive decline. Randomized trials are required to determine the relevance of vitamin B-12 supplementation for prevention of dementia.
INTRODUCTION
Elevated concentrations of serum total homocysteine (tHcy) have been linked with Alzheimer disease, but it is unclear whether this reflects underlying vascular disease that may have contributed to the dementia or insufficient folate or vitamin B-12 status (1, 2) . The tHcy hypothesis of dementia has attracted considerable interest because tHcy concentrations are easily lowered by dietary supplementation with folic acid and vitamin B-12 (3) , raising the prospect that these vitamins might prevent the onset of dementia. The initial epidemiologic evidence in support of this hypothesis came from retrospective case-control studies that reported elevated tHcy concentrations were associated with Alzheimer disease (1, 4, 5) or with cognitive impairment (6 -15) . Some prospective cohort studies (16, 17) , but not all (18) , have also reported associations of dementia with elevated tHcy concentrations. Vitamin B-12 deficiency is particularly common in older adults, and the prevalence increases with age (19) . The introduction of mandatory folic acid fortification has prompted concerns about the safety for older adults with vitamin B-12 deficiency, with some reports indicating that persons with low vitamin B-12 status had a more rapid deterioration in cognitive function in a setting of high intakes of folic acid (20, 21) .
The aim of this study was to assess the longitudinal associations of cognitive decline during 10 y with serum tHcy and related markers of vitamin B-12 and folate status in an elderly population without mandatory folic acid fortification. Cognitive function assessed with the use of the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) on ͧ3 occasions during 10 y was related to vitamin status after taking into account the established risk factors for cognitive impairment. In view of the poor predictive value of the standard vitamin B-12 assays (22) , holotranscobalamin (holoTC; the biologically active fraction of vitamin B-12) and methylmalonic acid (MMA; an indicator of vitamin B-12 function) were used as markers of vitamin B-12 status.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Study population
The Oxford Healthy Aging Project is a longitudinal cohort study of 2741 randomly selected persons aged ͧ65 y who resided in the city of Oxford, United Kingdom. The Oxford Healthy Aging Project study is a component part of the Medical Research Council Cognitive Function and Aging Study (MRC CFAS) that was designed as a UK population-based cohort study of the causes of dementia and cognitive decline (23, 24) . In 1993, we randomly selected the population sample from general practice registers for people living in Oxford city to provide equal numbers of persons aged 65-74 y and ͧ75 y (19) . Research nurses visited all study participants in their own homes and performed a structured interview. The collected data asked about medical history, smoking, and use of medication. A history of vascular disease was defined as being present if persons gave positive answers to the Rose questionnaire for angina or peripheral vascular disease (25) or reported a history of a heart attack or stroke or transient ischemic attack. The design and characteristics of the MRC CFAS study were described in previous publications (http://www.cfas.ac.uk) (23, 24) . Blood pressure was measured at the beginning and again at the end of the interview with the use of automated aneroid machines calibrated against a mercury sphygmomanometer, and the mean of the 2 readings was used for analysis.
Cognitive function
Measurement of cognitive function included the MMSE (26) , and for most participants this was presented on ͧ3 occasions. All participants underwent cognitive function assessment at enrollment in 1993, and most participants had a repeat MMSE in 1995. Some participants with suspected cognitive impairment, together with a sample of persons without cognitive impairment, were interviewed on 3 occasions (maximum 8 times) At 10 y in 2003, all participants who had not previously refused to be interviewed were invited for a further assessment of cognitive function. The version of MMSE used by MRC CFAS includes serial sevens, and the words to repeat and recall were "apple, table, penny" at enrollment and at year 2 and "tree, clock, boat" at all other interviews. If persons were unable to answer a particular question, they were classified as having a zero value for that question.
Blood collection
All surviving participants, who had not previously refused to be interviewed, were invited to provide a blood sample in 1995 (baseline) and again in 2003. The relation between each biochemical variable at baseline and at 10 y was investigated to estimate the extent to which a single measurement at 2 y could accurately classify persons during a 10-y period. Nonfasting blood samples were collected into plain evacuated tubes that were allowed to clot at room temperature, and the serum was separated within 2 h. Serum samples were stored at Ҁ80°C until shipped on dry ice or thawed for analysis. All participants provided signed consent to participate in the study, which was approved by the Central Oxford Research Ethics Committee (COREC 97206) and the Multicenter Research Ethics Committee (05/MRE05/37).
Laboratory methods
Frozen blood samples were thawed for measurements of serum concentrations of creatinine, holoTC, tHcy, MMA, vitamin B-12, and folate. Serum holoTC measurements were performed at Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus, Denmark, with the use of an enzyme-linked immunoabsorbent assay method modified for use on an automated analyzer (27) . Serum tHcy measurements were measured on an Abbott IMx autoanalyzer (FPIA; AxisShield, Oslo, Norway) in Oxford, United Kingdom, by a fluorescence polarization immunoassay (18) . Serum folate measurements were performed with the use of a microbiological method at the University of Dublin, Ireland (28) , and serum vitamin B-12 measurements were performed on an ACS Centaur with an automated chemiluminescence system (Bayer A/S, Leverkusen, Germany), with the use of a competitive protein binding assay at Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus, Denmark. MMA assays were done at the University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway, by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (29) . DNA was extracted from blood samples with the use of the DNeasy blood kit (Qiagen, West Sussex, United Kingdom) according to the manufacturer's protocol, and genotyping for APOE (apolipoprotein E gene) polymorphisms was performed with standard methods.
Statistical methods
Continuous variables were summarized as means and SDs or medians if more appropriate. Measurements of vitamin status were log transformed for all analyses because the distributions were extremely skewed. Participants (n ҃ 9) with extreme elevations of vitamin B-12 (1000 pmol/L) or holoTC (400 pmol/L) or who reported use of vitamin B-12 injections or any B-vitamin supplements (n ҃ 22) were excluded from all analyses of vitamin status. Data on some variables were missing either because the variable was not assessed or the participants were lost to follow-up. Nonresponse bias for blood sampling was examined by comparing the baseline characteristics of participants who provided a blood sample in 1995 with characteristics of the survivors who did not. Similarly, nonresponse bias for cognitive function at the end of the study was examined by comparing the baseline characteristics of participants who underwent cognitive testing in 2003 with the survivors who did not. One-factor random-effects analysis of variance models were used to estimate between-and within-person variability and, hence, reliability coefficients for concentrations of vitamin status in persons with replicate measurements. Provided that, conditional on baseline measurements, such data are "missing at random" for baseline measurements, a statistical model that includes both the follow-up and baseline measurements should provide unbiased estimates of reliability coefficients estimated as previously described (30) . One-factor analysis of variance models were also used to examine the cross-sectional associations of cognitive function at year 0 and year 10 with status of established risk factors for cognitive impairment separately and with tertiles of vitamin status at baseline.
Longitudinal predictors of cognitive decline were assessed by linear mixed models relating MMSE scores to age at measurement with the use of the PROC MIXED procedure in SAS (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC). Differences in the rate of cognitive VITAMIN B-12 AND COGNITIVE DECLINE decline associated with differences in the concentrations of markers of vitamin status were tested by an age by vitamin concentration interaction term in the regression models. The random effects were the coefficients for the intercept and slopes of the regression of MMSE on age at measurement for each participant. Adjustment for covariates at baseline was performed with the use of fixed-effect terms for sex, smoking, history of vascular disease, systolic blood pressure, level of education, and APOE genotypes. Initially, the effect of differences in the concentrations of each vitamin marker was assessed separately in the mixed models ("single-vitamin" models). The estimate for the interaction between age and vitamin status indicates the additional annual deterioration in MMSE for a unit difference in the log-transformed values of vitamin status. Subsequently, the independent relevance of each marker of vitamin status was assessed in models, which included all markers of vitamin status simultaneously ("multiple-vitamin" models). All analyses were performed with the use of SAS version 9 (SAS Institute Inc).
RESULTS
Characteristics of study participants
Selected characteristics are shown in Table 1 of all participants in 1993, of those who provided a blood sample in 1995, those who did not, and those who had a repeat assessment of cognitive function in 2003 compared with the survivors who did not. Among all participants (n ҃ 2741), the mean (ȀSD) age was 75.7 Ȁ 7 y, and mean MMSE score was 24.8 Ȁ 5.6 (maximum score: 30). Blood samples were obtained from 1648 participants in 1995 and from 472 of the 691 survivors in 2003. Data in Table  1 show that participants who provided a blood sample in 1995 were 2.6 y younger (P 0.001) and had a mean MMSE score that was 3.5 points (maximum score: 30) higher (P 0.001) than those who did not do so. Surviving participants who had their cognitive function assessed at 10 y were 2 y younger and had an Ȃ2-point higher mean MMSE score at baseline than survivors who did not do so. 
Variability in cognitive function and cognitive decline
The distribution of cognitive function in all participants at enrollment was positively skewed with a continuum of severity, including a small proportion with extreme cognitive impairment, consistent with a diagnosis of dementia (Figure 1) . The variation in age-related cognitive declined within and between participants during the 10-y period (Figure 2) . The lines presented in Figure 2 are the predicted lines obtained from a linear mixed model adjusted for baseline covariates and show that cognitive function declined abruptly and irreversibly at relatively younger ages in some participants, but remained intact in others until very old age.
Variability in vitamin status
The distribution of vitamin status at baseline in 1995 and in the subset with repeat blood samples in 2003 is shown in Table 2 .
Median serum concentrations of holoTC and vitamin B-12 were largely unchanged during the 8 y between measurements, but the concentrations of tHcy and MMA increased. Allowing for the attrition in data on vitamin status between 1995 and 2003, the intraclass correlation coefficients were 0.53 for holoTC and for MMA, and 0.27 for tHcy, 0.26 for vitamin B-12, and 0.20 for folate. At baseline, vitamin B-12 was inversely correlated with tHcy (Spearman correlation coefficient ҃ Ҁ0.24; P 0.0001) and with MMA (r ҃ Ҁ0.28; P 0.0001). HoloTC was also inversely associated with tHcy (r ҃ Ҁ0.28; P 0.0001) and with MMA (r ҃ Ҁ0.36; P 0.0001). In contrast, folate concentrations were inversely associated with tHcy concentrations (r ҃ Ҁ0.26; P 0.0001) but not with MMA concentrations (r ҃ Ҁ0.06; NA), indicating that elevated MMA was a marker of low vitamin B-12 status and elevated tHcy was a marker of low status of both folate and vitamin B-12. 
Cross-sectional analyses of cognitive function with vitamin status
The cross-sectional associations of cognitive function in 1993 and in 2003 with age, sex, level of education, history of vascular disease, presence of any APOE 4 allele, and tertiles of vitamin status in 1995 are shown in Table 3 . In addition to the significant associations of cognitive function with established risk factors, such as age, sex, level of education, and prior history of vascular disease, cognitive function at baseline and at 10 y was also associated with holoTC, MMA, and tHcy concentrations.
Longitudinal analyses of cognitive decline with vitamin status
The longitudinal associations between cognitive decline and markers of vitamin status are shown in Table 4 and Table S1 (See  Table S1 under "Supplemental Data" in the online issue.). On average, the mean MMSE score (maximum score: 30) declined by Ȃ1.3 points during 10 y. The rate of cognitive decline was more rapid in women than in men (P ҃ 0.01), in participants with higher systolic blood pressure (P ҃ 0.01), and in participants with the APOE 4 allele (P ҃ 0.02), but it did not appear to vary by level of education, smoking, or history of vascular disease at enrollment. After adjustment for sex, education, smoking, history of vascular disease, systolic blood pressure, and APOE 4, the effects of differences in individual markers of vitamin status when examined separately on the rates of cognitive decline in linear mixed models are shown in Table 4 (single-vitamin model) and Figure 3 . In these multivariate analyses, a doubling in holoTC concentrations (eg, from 50 to 100 pmol/L) was associated with 30% slower rate of cognitive decline (Ҁ0.137 to Ҁ0.083), whereas a doubling in tHcy (eg, from 10 to 20 mol/L) or MMA (eg, from 0.25 to 0.50 mol/L) concentrations was associated with 50% more rapid cognitive decline (Ҁ0.090 to Ҁ0.169) and (Ҁ0.104 to Ҁ0.169), respectively. In contrast, cognitive decline was unrelated to either total vitamin B-12 or folate status (both of which provide a less precise measurement of vitamin status). These analyses were repeated with 3-factor interaction terms for folate and holoTC by age to assess any interaction in the rates of cognitive decline associated with low vitamin B-12 status and high folate status, and the interaction terms were not statistically significant (data not shown).
The effect on the rate of cognitive decline when all markers of vitamin status were examined simultaneously in the linear mixed models, which also included sex, education, smoking, systolic blood pressure, vascular disease, and APOE, is shown in Table 4 (multiple-vitamin model). These analyses showed significant independent associations of cognitive decline with low holoTC concentrations and with high MMA concentrations, but the association of cognitive decline with tHcy was attenuated and was no longer statistically significant after including the other markers of vitamin status (Table 4 , multiple-vitamin model).
DISCUSSION
This longitudinal cohort study showed that low serum concentrations of holoTC (the biologically active fraction of vitamin B-12) and high MMA (a metabolic indicator of vitamin B-12 function) both reflecting low vitamin B-12 status were each independently and significantly associated with a more rapid cognitive decline during a 10-y period. In contrast, cognitive decline was not significantly associated with serum concentrations of folate or tHcy, after adjustment for the other markers of vitamin status. Assuming that these associations are causal, a doubling in the serum concentration of holoTC, achievable by oral vitamin B-12 supplementation (31), was associated with a slowing in the rate of age-associated cognitive decline by about one third. Moreover, if the associations with low vitamin B-12 status are fully reversible by therapy, then strategies to double the concentration of holoTC could delay the rate of cognitive decline by one third. In contrast with previous reports (19, 20) , the present study found no interaction in the rate of cognitive decline between low vitamin B-12 and high folate status, providing no support for the hypothesis that an increased folate status was associated with a more rapid rate of cognitive decline among those with reduced vitamin B-12 status. The longitudinal design of this study suggests that differences in vitamin B-12 status preceded the onset of cognitive decline. The reliability of these associations is supported by the high level of agreement between replicate measurements of holoTC and MMA within participants during an 8-y period. Although participants were younger and had a higher level of cognitive function than did nonparticipants in the study, the effect of any nonresponse bias is to underestimate any associations of cognitive decline with vitamin status.
The strength of the associations of cognitive decline with vitamin B-12 status (Table 4) when assessed longitudinally (within-participant) was more modest than that observed in cross-sectional associations (between-participants) ( Table 3) . Moreover, the longitudinal associations of cognitive decline with tHcy concentrations in this study and in other longitudinal studies (16 -18) were less extreme than those reported in crosssectional or in retrospective studies (1, 4 -17) . In contrast with previous reports (1, 7, 11, 13) , the present study suggests that the variability in rates of cognitive decline are primarily explained by reduced vitamin B-12 status. The Nurses Health Study of 635 women in the United States also had a longitudinal study design and a 10-y follow-up (1990 to about 2000), but it failed to identify any association of cognitive decline with plasma folate and vitamin B-12 concentrations (32). The introduction of mandatory folic acid fortification in 1996 in the United States may have obscured any associations with folate status in that study (32) . In contrast, the present study conducted in a population without mandatory folic acid fortification used holoTC and MMA, which are more sensitive assays of vitamin B-12 status than are serum total vitamin B-12 concentrations alone (33) . The results of the present longitudinal study are consistent with the findings of previous cross-sectional studies that reported associations of holoTC or MMA with cognitive impairment (34, 35) and with Alzheimer disease (36) . Polymorphisms for the transcobalamin gene that influence vitamin B-12 status were not examined (37) ; hence, the present study was unable to address the relevance of these genetic variants for cognitive decline. Although the rate of cognitive decline was more rapid among participants with higher systolic blood pressure, no interactions of systolic blood pressure were observed with any of the markers of vitamin B-12 status. The associations between low vitamin B-12 status and cognitive decline observed in the present study may well be relevant to older adults with cognitive impairment. Correction of vitamin B-12 deficiency may be appropriate among those with relevant symptoms. However, it is still not known whether correction of vitamin B-12 deficiency could attenuate the rate of cognitive decline because previous trials that have addressed this question have been too small and involved an inadequate duration of treatment to address this question reliably (38, 39) . Randomized trials for the effects of B vitamins on cognitive function should be available from ongoing trials of B vitamins for prevention of cardiovascular disease (2, 40) . Further trials in older adults are required to assess the effects of vitamin B-12 supplementation for the maintenance of cognitive function.
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